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Abstract:-An artificial neural network isan algorithm which is a wide branch of data mining. Both 
supervised and unsupervised learning applications are applied on neural network. It has a base of 
human brain or neural structure. This artificial neurons helps to form the decision support system. In 
this field, machine experiences learning process like human and generatessignalon the basis of 
previous as well as current data.The collection of such artificial neurons which are connected to each 
other is called artificial neural network. Neural network is a complex adaptive system that can change 
its internal structure on the basis of information flowing through it. Every neuron of this network 
shows an intelligent behavior. These neurons of information works in the field of statistics, genetic 
engineering, pattern recognition, machine learning, robotics etc.In machine learning or in robotics 
decision making process is depending on learning process of ANN. So, ANN is a parallel distributed 
processing algorithm.This paper illustrates how these neurons or neural network works and how does 
it help to mine last granule of data through variety ofits application. Besides that, it mentions various 
other issues and aspects of neural network. 
Keywords:-neuron,neural,granule, network,mining, hypothesis,ANN,perceptron,weights 
Introduction:-A millions of data are available in this world. Since we are living in the information 
age, the need of converting data into information is necessary. This can be possible with data mining 
where this data is analyzed. Data mining provides various algorithms for such analysis. This millions 
of data are stored in data warehouse. Thus data warehouse is a repository system where such data are 
maintained separately from an organization’s operational databases.So,Data mining is the process of 
discovering patterns and knowledge from large amounts of data.This neural network algorithm of data 
mining helps to match or compare many patterns of data to each other on the basis of which it  creates 
computationalmodel.Neural network acquires knowledge through learning and knowledge of this 
network stores within inter-neuron connection strengths called synaptic weights. This model further 
leads to prediction. With the help of such model we could mine as much data as we can. 
Content:-  
Neural Network 
“Neural network is the study of such adaptable nodes which has created from many learning tasks, 
stores as an knowledge and make it available for future reference.” Here every task is a process of 
creating neuron or node. Each task has its own data. As the human brain is an intelligent enough to 
investigate from the given data and could able to derive hypothesis, neural network works exactly the 
same. The neural network is an intelligent model which has large number interconnected processing 
units that computes many complex patterns and derive meaningful results. 
This algorithm classifies the given multi-dimensional data, applies conditions on to it for similarities 
or does statistical analysis which leads to prediction. In many cases an NN (neural network)is an 
adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or internal information that flows through 
the network during the learning phase. Thus, artificial neural network involves in classification, 
clustering, pattern recognition for learning process. An artificial neuron is called perceptron. These 
neurons are connected to each other. Network having input node called receivers and output 
connection called transmitter. Connection weights acts as a synaptic junctions. Learning occurs 
through changes in the value of connection weights.  
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Properties Artificial Neural Network:- 
 Information is stored in connections hence no memory required. 
 It is a parallel processing. 
 Connectivity is a must among neurons. 
 Having learning and generalization ability. 
 Robust in nature. 
 
The generalization ability of neural network is based on: 
 How the training data is represented to the network. 
 The architecture of a network. 
 The complexity of a given problem. 
 
 
Working mechanism of neurons in animal :- 
In the animal, all the neurons with its dendrite are connected to each other and form tree like a 
structure.They accept input from the surrounding and pass it to other neurons where axon works like a 
transmission line. Here, every neuron plays a vital role in recognizing the pattern of given input data  
and hence data is keep on passing from one neuron to the other. Once the pattern is matched on the 
basis of certain hypothesis then prediction is made. For this pattern matching neuron uses previous 
data or experience as a reference. 
Working mechanism of neurons in ANN:- 
In a same way ANN(Artificial Neural Network) works. An artificial neuron is a device which has 
many inputs and one output. All the nodes of neurons accept the data from the surrounding and 
generates an input signal. This input signals is then passes to other nodes for pattern matching. This 
pattern matching can be done on the basis of previous data and derives hypothesis. Once the pattern is 
recognized then output signal is generated by a output node decision is made. Through ANN machine 
learns everything like human. Thus ANN is a demanding field in data mining.Generally every neural 
network consists following threelayers: 
1) Input layer:-The input unit of this layer accepts all raw information and feed into the network. 
It receives an input valuesof each observation. It represents the pattern to the network and pass 
it to the hidden layer. 
2) Hidden layer:-In this layer actual processing is done through weighted connectivity of 
neurons. The values entering the hidden nodes multiplied by weights. The total weighted inputs 
are then added to produce a single number. 
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3) Output layer:-The node of this layer accepts information from hidden layer and generates 
response variable. 
 
Data sets in ANN:- 
1) Training set:- A set of examples need to be selected in such a way that, it should fit the 
parameters of network. One complete cycle has to be implemented over a network. 
2) Validation set:- The examples which will be selected for this set can able to  alter the 
architecture of network. For example to choose the number of hidden units in a neural network. 
3) Test set:- Here, the set of examples should be chosen in such a way that it can able to assess the 
performance of network by giving and also need  to check how network successfully gives a 
prediction through input.    
 
Types of artificial neural network:- 
1) FEED FORWARD NETWORK:-Here input layer of source nodes assigns into an output layer 
of neurons but not vice-versa is known as single feed-forward or acyclic network. That means 
forwarding the data from source to destination. 
2) MULTILAYER FEED FORWARD NETWORK:-This network has one or more layers whose 
computation nodes are called hidden neurons. The main function of this hidden neuron is to 
form an interaction between input node and output node. In short, it works as a mediator. The 
input node passes the signal to the hidden neurons of 1st layer. The output signal of 2nd layer 
works as a input signal of  3rd and so on. 
3) RECURRENT NETWORK:- In this network the output of neuron is fed back to its own input. 
In a repetitive manner this process works due to which dynamic behavior occurs. It has a cyclic 
path. 
Other types of Neural Network:- 
1) Modular Neural Network — It is the combined structure of different types of the neural 
network like multilayer perceptron, Hopfield network, recurrent neural network etc which are 
included as a single module into the network to perform independent task of whole complete 
neural networks. 
2) Physical Neural Network — In this type of artificial neural network, electrically adjustable 
resistance material is used to emulate the function of synapse instead of software simulations 
performed in the neural network. 
 
Training issues of ANN:-  
 Ensures prime training. 
 Learning parameters should be adequate. 
 Data preparation is necessary. 
Training approach of ANN:- 
 Supervised training:- In this approach, both inputs and outputs are provided where network 
whatever errors are generated that are sending back to the system or network by which flow of 
information can be controlled.The set of data, which enables the learning, is called the 
"training set."During the learning of a network, the same set of data is processed many times. 
In supervised learning set of data needs to be hold back to test the system or network. If a 
network can’t able to solve the problem then both input and output can be reviewed. Through 
this approach both input and output can easily be memorized. 
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 Unsupervised training:-In this approach, inputs are provided but desire output are not 
provided. The system itself decides what to do with given inputs. The system should adapt the 
methods of processing an input. Network has to decide the complete function of every element 
within the system.  
 Reinforcement training:-In this type of learning we need to strengthen the work of 
system.The network receives some feedback from the environment. After receiving the 
feedback, the network performs modifications of the weights to get better information in 
future. Thus, this type of approach is based on feedback and to a certain extent it is similar to 
supervised learning. 
Objectives of  network training:- 
 Establish maximum acceptable error rate. 
 Train the  network using validation testing 
 Need to validate the trained network against the separate training data.  
Analysis after the training :- 
 Examine and visualize the constructed  neural network model. 
 Check the sensitivity of input attributes. 
 Develop some analytical techniques. 
 Remove unwanted attributes. 
 
 Examine and visualize the constructed neural network model:- We could use some 
graphical tools to  display the response or output  from selected input variables. 
 Network analysis:-. Need to check the sensitivity of input attributes of hidden nodes as well. 
Then manual analysis of weight values is to be done through graphical tools. Convert an 
equation to a executable code. 
 Develop some analytical techniques:- Develop few analytical techniques for analyzing 
various factors or aspects of network. Then the weight analysis of  a network is to be done. 
 Remove unwanted attributes:-Remove unwanted attributes from network which excess the 
load of network and it may interfere in the process of computation. 
 Model of Artificial Neural Network:- 
 
yin=x1.w1+x2.w2+x3.w3…xm.wm 
                            i.e., input yin=∑mixi.wi 
output can be 
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Y=F(yin) 
The function of neuron is to sum the given inputs and produce the output of given sum which is 
greater than threshold value. ANN multiplies each component of input by the weight of its connection. 
Then it sums all the weighted inputs and deducts threshold value, afterwards ANN transforms total 
weighted input into the output using activation function.    
 
Let us see the steps that perceptron follows:- 
 Receive inputs 
 Weight inputs 
 Sum inputs 
 Generate output 
How does neural network works? 
 ANN receives an input from the external world in the form of pattern and image in vector 
form. 
 These inputs are mathematically labeled by the notation X(n) for n number of inputs. 
 Each input is then multiplied by corresponding weights. 
 Weights are nothing but information that is used by neural network to solve the problem. 
 The weighted inputs is then added inside the neuron. 
 In case the weighted sum is zero then bias is added to make the output non-zero. 
 The sum corresponds to any numerical value ranging from 0 to infinity. 
 In order to get desire value, threshold value is set up. For this sum is pass through activation 
function. 
 The activation function is set of the transfer function which is used to get desire output. 
Learning rule of ANN:- 
 Hebb’s rule:-The basic rule is that if a neuron receives an input from another neuron and if 
both are highly active , the weight between the two neurons should be increased. 
 Hopefield rule:-If the desired output and the input are both active or both inactive, then there is 
a change in weight connection between two neurons, it has to be increment otherwise it has to 
be decrement. 
 Delta rule:-This rule suggests that the change in the input connections of two neurons to 
minimize the difference between the desired output value and the actual output of a processing 
element. 
 Competitive learning rule:-The neurons that are having the largest output is declared the 
winner. So, now winner can adjust its weight connection. 
The learning process of ANN:-The memorization of patterns can be categorized into two parts: 
 Associative mapping:- Here, network learns to produce a particular pattern of on a given set of 
input units. This enables the network to complete the pattern which could be similar to 
previously learned data. In this process network learns to store the relationship among patterns. 
 Regularity detection:- In this process neurons learns to respond to particular properties of input 
pattern. The response of each unit has a particular unit.  
Transfer function:-The behavior of  ANN depends on the weight connection of neurons and the 
input-output function i.e transfer function. This transfer function is of 3 types. 
 Linear unit:-The output movement is proportional to the total weighted output. 
 Threshold unit:- The output is set at two levels, depending on whether the total input is greater 
than or less than some threshold value. 
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E=1  ∑ (tj - oj)2 
2   j 
 
 Sigmoid unit:- The output changes continuously but not exactly as input changes. 
Back-propagation algorithm:-This algorithm of ANN sends back the error through the network to 
correct all weights.Back-propagation algorithm consists of the repeated application of the following 
two passes: 
 Forward pass: in this step the network is activated on one input and the error of (each neuron 
of) the output layer is calculated. 
 Backward pass: in this step the network error is used for updating the weights.  Starting at the 
output layer, the error is propagated backwards through the network, layer by layer. 






















Network activation forward  step 





wij-weight from node I to node jOj-Output of node i.e =f(xj=1/(1+e-xj) 
Xj- total weighted input of node          E= Error for one pattern over all output nodes 
n 
               =∑wijOi 
                  i=0 
Design issues of ANN:- 
 Architecture of network 
 Structure of neurons 
 Learning rules 
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Let us discuss the above issues one by one 
 
Architecture of network:-First of all how many nodes are required in the network ?that has to be 
decided. 
  Then determine the number of network weights. 
 Afterwards layer of a network has to be decided. 
 Besides that, How many nodes per layer is also important. 
 Then the method of data processing. 
 Ensures the connectivity of all neurons in the network. 
 Then the concept of hypothesis model needs to be seen. 
 
Structure of neurons:- 
 How an input is integrated ? 
 Then the choice of activation(transfer) function is important. 
Whether it is linear, sigmoid etc. 
 
Learning rules:- 
 Selecting learning rules. 
 Then weight space search technique. 
 
Data preparation for ANN:- 
 Determine appropriate and adequate inputs. 
 Combine data into working databases. 
 Estimate the missing values. 
 Remove exceptions. 
 Determine the probabilities of categories. 
 We need to select examples from random selecting process. 
 Eliminate redundant attributes. 
 Combine all attributes. 
 Group the discrete values of attributes. 
 
Guidelines for using ANN:- 
 Select the best possible method for both training as well as for learning. 
 Check the hidden units first. 
 Select proper input variables. 
 Decides the method of processing. 
 Determine validation technique. 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of neural network:- 
1) Advantages:- 
 Neural network works well while dealing with linear and non-linear data. 
 Even if few units fail in the network it responds to the given data. 
 Neural network works from analyzed data and does not need reprogramming. 
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2) Disadvantages:- 
 Neural network requires diverse set of training data for learning. 
 It requires large space of computer memory. 
 Without training it cannot able to compute the data. 
 
Neural network Vs Conventional computer 
Parameter Neural network Conventional computer 
Approach It always takes a different approach for 
problem solvingi.e learning approach 
It always accepts set of 
instructions from useri.e 
algorithmic approach 
Working It works like a human brain It follows specific steps to solve 
the problem 
Learning It learns with example. Does not need to be 
programmed 
It needs to be programmed. 
prediction Operations are unpredictable.  Operations are predictable. 
 
Framework of ANN:- 
 Assign random weights to all the nodes to apply the algorithm. 
 Find out the activation rate of hidden nodes besides activation rate of input nodes and output 
node. 
 Monitor the error rate and restructure the connectivity of all nodes. 
 Readjust the weight between input node and hidden node. 
 Repeat the process until objective is met. 
 Check the final score of output node. 
 
Application area of ANN:- 
 
 Pattern recognition 
 Speech recognition  
 Image compression 
 Handwriting recognition 
 Stock exchange prediction 
 Whether forecasting 
 Medicines 
Now, we will discuss few applications of neural network 
1) Handwriting recognition:-The pattern of handwritten character is input. For such program 
user need to train the network before it applies to actual input variables. The two common 
application handwriting recognition they are: 
 Optical character recognition for data entry 
 Validation of signatures over bank cheques 
           The perceptron of first layer accepts an input where each perceptron is connected to the other  
Perceptron of the next layer. These perceptron of input layer passes the data to next(hidden)  
layer. It is then processed in this layer. After processing it is then forward to the output layer 
which generates desire output with its output node. 
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2) Pattern  recognition using neural network:- 
 
Pattern recognition means learning a distinguishing pattern from the given environment and make the 
categories accordingly and take the decision. Some of the examples of pattern recognition are: 
Fingerprint image, handwritten word, human face etc. Pattern recognition consists following 
functions: 
 
1) Supervised classification  
2) Unsupervised classification 
 
There are three aspects related to pattern recognition 
 Data acquisition and preprocessing 
 Data representation 
 Decision making 
Following are the approaches for pattern recognition 
 Template matching 
 Statistical 
 Syntactic matching 
 Artificial neural network 
 
3) Neural network in medicine:-Neural network is ideal for recognizing disease using scans 
because it does not need specific algorithm. Neural network learns with the help of example. 
 
4) Neural network in image compression:-Neural network can do compression and 
decompression of data. The network can reduce eight bits of data to three bits and vice-versa. 
Thus, it can restructure an image. 
5) Neural network in signal processing:- This network is capable enough to do the filtering of 
electronic noise. It can differentiate pulses.  
 
Conclusion:- Artificial Neural Network is a connectionist system which is inspired by biological 
neural system that can able to learn or recognize any complex pattern of input from the world and 
gives output i.e decision like human.The neurons of network storenumerous information in the form of 
weights as human brain stores. Due to ANN classification, clustering and regression analysis of data 
became easy. Even if any error is generated this model sends it back to network through its back –
propagation algorithm as human corrects his behavior through the mistakes. This model can able to 
derive correct hypothesis and on the basis of which it gives accurate prediction.ANN is capable 
enough to mine last particle of data. Thus, Neural network is becoming a valuable tool in the field of 
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neuroscientific research. Hence this model works well in Artificial Intelligence where it reduces the 
gap between man and machine. 
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